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Cover: Brio 001 Beige

Heritage is at the forefront  
of all that we do

There have only been two Tuscan families  
at the helm of Signoria since its birth  

in the 1930’s. In the 1980’s Signoria embraced 
modernity and introduced Signoria to the 
international market while staying firmly 

rooted in its Tuscan, artisan origins. 

Tuscany is the elegance of its hills and flowering gardens.
Tuscany is it’s villas and their discerning décor.

Tuscan is fine arts and culture.

Since its origin in the 1930’s,  
Tuscany has been a way of life for Signoria.

Today Tuscany remains a constant source of inspiration  
for each and every collection created.

TUSCAN HERITAGE
Enter the world of Signoria
Join the Tuscan way of life

Luxury bedlinen since 1930

Signoria is continuously reminded  
of its Florentine tradition

Hand-crafted textiles of uncompromised  
quality, woven with the world’s finest cotton,  

and dyed & finished employing world 
renowned and innovative Italian techniques  

in our family-owned facility. 

TUSCANY IS THE LIFE  
AND SOUL OF SIGNORIA
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CLASSICS

Signoria never compromises quality and uses only the highest quality materials 
available. Our collections are exclusively woven with only 100% Extra Long-Staple 
Co�on to ensure durability and so�ness. �e quality of the co�on, combined with 
world renowned Italian �nishing techniques, results in bedding of uncompromised 
quality, that is easy to care for and sure to last for generations.
Signoria’s Sateen 600 TC, Percale 400 TC and Percale 600 TC are certi�ed SUPIMA® 
co�on. SUPIMA® co�on is 100% extra-long staple certi�ed co�on; yarns made �om 
Supima co�on produce so�er and longer lasting fabrics.

RAFFAELLO
Sateen 300 TC 

Available in 36 colors.

Available in 36 colors, it is the Signoria’s iconic 
white & colored sateen. �e Ra�aello collection is 
made with the �nest co�on sateen completely dyed 
in Italy granting an exceptional durability. �e fabric 
possesses the wonderful silky touch and look that 
highlights the depth and light of the color. 
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NUVOLA
SUPIMA® Co�on Sateen and Percale 600 TC 
with silky treatment

Available in White, Ivory and Pearl.

Born from an innovative �nishing technique,
Nuvola is a Made in Tuscany collection that exhibits 
the so�est touch to the skin and a most graceful 
drapability. In Nuvola Percale the renowned extra 
long-staple co�on percale becomes even more so� 
and silky while maintaining the crisp hand and 
breathability appreciated by percale lovers.

LINEARE
SUPIMA® Co�on Sateen and Percale 600 TC

Available in White, Ivory and Pearl.

1,5 cm �anges on shams and duvet cover.

�e minimal design of this collection has been 
studied not to take a�ention away from the real 
star of this production: the 600 t.c. co�on sateen or 
percale fabric. �e simple and contemporary model 
is well suited to rooms furnished in a minimal style 
but with top-of-the-range furnishing accessories. 
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FIESOLE
Sateen 1000 TC

Available in White and Ivory.

�e stunning silky hand and the brightness of 
the fabric are the result of the use of the longest-
staple co�on and of the excellent Italian �nishing 
techniques. Signoria’s most luxurious collection. 
Hemstitch �nishing and elegant wide �anges 
on duvet cover.

GEMMA
Percale 200 TC

Available in 020 White, 025 Ivory, 048 Khaki, 
349 Pearl, 352 Silver Moon, 346 Lead Grey, 
299 Wilton Blue.

Gemma embodies the freshness and the comfort 
of a co�on percale. Signoria uses only �ne threads 
because the �ner the thread, the lighter and so�er 
the fabric. �e light colors and the simplicity of the 
design make Gemma suitable for any environment.

TUSCAN DREAMS
SUPIMA® Co�on Percale 400 TC

Available in 020 White, 025 Ivory, 
349 Pearl, 301 Silver Sage

�e Tuscan Dreams collection is the symbol 
of Tuscan luxury: not showy opulence but a simple 
and comfortable product that strokes you gently 
when you are sleeping and embraces you to let you 
dream. �e Tuscan Dreams items are made with the 
�nest long-staple co�on and the pillowcases and �at 
sheets are �nished with an elegant hemstitch. 
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PEGASO

BED & BATH
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.
2,5 cm �anges on shams and duvet cover.

�is line is designed for those who love simplicity. 
�e small colored applied border that decorates 
a very precious co�on fabric, highlights the 
cra�smanship of Signoria’s collections. �e small 
�ange on the pillowcases and the duvet cover gives 
a modern touch to this collection. �e result is a bed 
linen set of elegance and sophistication to furnish 
your bedrooms. Made in Italy.

Pegaso Bath 
600 gr/sqm extra-long staple co�on terry with applied colored borders.
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JESOLO 

BED & BATH
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations. 

�e Jesolo line represents absolute simplicity.
�e high quality of the fabrics used, together 
with the precision of the embroidery work, 
give the collection the elegance typical in Signoria 
collections.

GRECO
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

�e Greco collection has been designed for those 
who wish to furnish the bedroom with classicism 
and style: the three embroidered lines, framed 
by coloured borders, give absolute elegance to
the room. �e colour of the band coordinates 
with the colour of the embroidery to adapt to the 
surrounding environment. �e �nal result of this 
collection is high end cra�smanship entirely 
Made in Italy.

STRESA
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

“Simplicity is the only beauty that never fades”. 
�is collection best represents this concept — a 
simple product of great elegance, a timeless beauty 
that can furnish classic and contemporary se�ings 
with great ease. �e central hemstitch and the play 
of the colors of the borders make the collection 
extremely re�ned.
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PLATINUM
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

High quality fabrics enriched with simple and 
elegant three lines embroidery available in 41 colors.
Platinum can be used as a stand alone bed or as an 
alternative sheet set.

TRILOGY
Available in a variety of  color combinations.

�e Trilogy collection is made with high quality 
long staple co�on woven with twisted yarns that 
assure high absorbency and a very smooth touch 
caressing the body. Trilogy is the symbol of Italian 
cra�smanship: each piece is cut and embroidered 
by our passionate workers who �nish the towels 
and the bath mats with elegant hand made border. PLATINUM SATEEN

Available in di�erent color combinations.

�e traditional three lines embroidery have been 
reinterpreted with a more contemporary style 
in both the shape and the design of the color 
combinations. Varying colors of the embroidered 
lines are matched to the diverse colors of our 
300 TC Sateen Ra�aello collection. �e elegance in 
its simplicity and the bliss in its color perfectly blend 
to create this collection, quintessence of the 
Made in Italy.
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CORSO
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

LUNA
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

Subtle elegance and brightness are the main features 
of this collection in extra long staple co�on. Luna is 
re�ned with a small sateen colored border �nished 
with an embroidered line in matching color.

Corso is a collection in which the simple lines and 
harmonic proportions �nd a perfect balance.
�e colors play the leading role; they have been 
elegantly matched to emphasize the re�ned long 
staple co�on renowned worldwide. �e colored 
borders are applied with passion by skilled hands 
that pass on in time the uniqueness of the Made 
in Italy cra�smanship.
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GRANDUCA
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

Signoria has created the Granduca collection 
thinking of the perfect combination of high-quality 
fabrics and Tuscan cra�smanship. Each item of 
this collection is �nished with an elegant hemstitch 
and is decorated with three embroidered lines of 
di�erent thickness. �e duvet cover with �anges 
gives more sumptuousness to the product. 
�e simplicity of this collection, together with the 
utmost a�ention to detail, make it perfect for those 
who love a sober elegance.

TALAMONE
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

Luxuriously so� yet simply sophisticated, the 
Talamone collection is a stylish and elegant 
component for your modern bedroom. It features 
a beautiful simple border in contrasting color and 
two embroidered lines in the same color as the 
background color which is made from a warm, 
silky co�on fabric.
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DOUBLE
Sateen 300 TC

Available in di�erent color combinations among 
the 36 Ra�aello colors

�is reversible collection is characterized by 
an elegant stitching in matching color. �e color 
combination can be chosen among 36 colors.
Pillowcase with stitching in matching color 
and applied border. Reversible duvet cover 
and pillowcases.

AIDA
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

Aida is a timeless contemporary creation Made in 
Italy. Its so� touch and brightness is a result of the 
fabric being made from only the �nest, longest-staple 
co�on threads. �e modern “U shape” applied 
border is available in a variety of colors and makes 
this collection the perfect match for any style.

GRAMERCY
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

Gramercy is a timeless addition to any interior, 
perfect for creating a re�ned image.
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CASCINA
Applied borders with embroidered lines 
in matching color.

Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

�is line is designed for those who love to 
decorate their bedroom with simplicity and 
elegance. Simplicity and re�nement come together 
in a perfect combination to lend the bed a clean 
and unique look.

LUCE
Available in di�erent  fabrics and color combinations.

�e so� and elegant fabric is further re�ned and 
enriched by adding a border with sateen piping.  
�e color of the border matches the background 
while the piping is available in several color options 
to match your décor or coordinate with 
our top of the bed pa�erns.
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DIMORA
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

�e Dimora collection is presented for those 
who love sensible luxury and clean lines. �e color 
combination of applied borders and embroidered 
lines lends elegance and highlights 
the cra�smanship of this Made in Italy creation.

PADOVA
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations

�e Padova collection has been designed for those 
who love a simple but stylishly �nished bedlinen. 
�e simple piping applied on high quality fabrics 
gives the bed linens elegance and re�nement. �is 
line is suitable for furnishing bedrooms with a 
simple but sophisticated taste.
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SINFONIA
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

�e Sinfonia collection is emblematic of Italian 
cra�smanship at its highest levels. Behind these 
products lie the women of Signoria with years of 
history, experience and pride in their work that make 
it possible for them to produce unique products. 
�e linearity of the model is well suited for both 
minimalist and classical environments.
�e precious extra-long staple co�on percale
400 TC adds further value to this collection.

TIVOLI
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

�is classical style, with a modern update and 
a simple, unpretentious luxury, are Tivoli’s key 
features. �e combination of the impeccably 
tailored textile elements and the fabric’s extremely 
high quality are an expression of the profound 
product knowledge and of Signoria’s Made in Italy 
cra�smanship.

CASALE
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

Signoria reinvented the classic embroidered lines in 
the Casale collection that presents �ve embroidered 
lines in di�erent widths and shades of colors on 
plain so� fabric. Elegance and simplicity are the 
main characteristics of this pa�ern that highlights 
the perfect cra�smanship of Signoria’s creations. 
�e Collina collection presents the lines in di�erent 
widths but in the same color.

ACCADEMIA
Hemstitch and two embroidery lines

Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

Simple, but at the same time employing very 
luxurious lines: the design is inspired by the stone 
cornices that embellish the palaces of the Florentine 
Renaissance, sober but at the same time elegant.
�e cohesion of precious fabrics with the artistry 
of our artisans, makes these products unique in the 
world. 
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GIUDECCA

BED & BATH
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

�e Giudecca collection is characterized by the 
light movement of this delicate and contemporary 
pa�ern that lends to the product an elegant look 
and makes it appropriate to furnish both modern 
and classic se�ings.

VOLUTE
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

�e movement of the Volute design is delicate and 
fresh like a breath of wind. �is collection can be 
realized with a wide range of colors of embroidery 
and on di�erent qualities of fabric.

ARIA
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

�e motif of these extremely elegant bamboo leaves 
o�ers a modern touch to this embroidery, unique
in its genre. �e bamboo plant’s resistance, the peace 
it transmits, and at the same time its grace are the 
elements that inspired the creation of Aria.
�e re�nement of the embroidery expresses in full 
the value of the handcra�ed product, symbol of the
Made in Italy trademark.
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RETRÒ

BED & BATH
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations. 

�e unique Retrò embroidery by Signoria is born 
from the desire of bringing the luxurious richness 
of �ne jewellery to the bedroom.
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MELODY
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

�is design has been chosen from our archive 
of hand-made embroideries. �e sophistication 
of the roses that come in succession in the motif 
makes this collection very romantic. �e pa�ern 
is suitable for consumers who want to furnish 
their bedroom with a romantic and light style.

DÉCOR
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

�e Décor line reinterprets the embroidery with 
a touch of contemporary style: the result is a 
collection that coordinates well with both modern 
and classic décors. �is collection can be realized 
with a wide range of colors of embroidery and on 
di�erent qualities of fabric.

SOFFIO
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

�e So�o line is the perfect combination of Italian 
cra�smanship skills and a wonderful fabric made 
with the best co�on yarns in the world. �is design 
is unique for its lightness, style and simplicity.
Like a breath of wind, this collection will Give 
freshness and elegance to your home.

ETERNITY
Available in di�erent fabrics and color combinations.

�e Eternity embroidery has been created for those 
who love subtle but at the same time strong designs.
�e frescos of the Renaissance Florentine palaces
are the inspirations of this elegant collection.
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SIENA
Solid Sateen 300 TC  
Filling in polyester 80 gr/sqm 

Available in 020 White, 025 Ivory, 040 Taupe,  
046 Flax, 048 Khaki, 178 Cardinale Red, 203 Rose 
Quartz, 272 Moss Green, 299 Wilton Blue, 310 Air 
Force Blue, 336 Dark Blue, 335 Midnight Blue,  
349 Pearl, 352 Silver Moon, 346 Lead Grey 

The luster and comfort of the Siena quilt, created 
with a Sateen 300 TC, fits perfectly with any décor.
The classic channel design gives a freshness  
to the quilt family and can be combined with  
all Signoria creations thanks to the wide range  
of colors available.

MASACCIO QUILT
Solid sateen 300 TC 
Filling in polyester 80 gr/sqm

Available in 36 colors.

A classic from Signoria, our Masaccio coverlet 
collection is made with Raffaello sateen 300 TC. 
encases a layer of warm polyester and overstitched 
with a contemporary and timeless square design. 
Symbol of versatility, Masaccio coverlet is available 
in a myriad of colors. Soft, warm, light, colorful and 
extremely durable, can be coordinated with any 
Signoria collection. It reverses to solid percale,  
has rounded corners at the bottoms side and is 
finished with an elegant plain sateen border in 
coordinating color.
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The Spoleto collection is made on a beautiful long 
staple cotton percale. The geometric design of this 
quilting allows you to adapt the coverlet in different 
environments and furnishes the whole room with 
great simplicity and elegance.  
This simplicity allows Spoleto to be combined with 
many Signoria collections. Made in Italy.

SPOLETO
Percale 200 TC 
 Filling in Polyester 80 gr/sqm

Available in 020 White, 025 Ivory, 048 Khaki,  
349 Pearl, 352 Silver Moon, 346 Lead Grey,  
299 Wilton Blue

LETIZIA
Solid Sateen 300 TC 
Filling in polyester 80 gr/sqm 

Available in 020 White, 025 Ivory, 048 Khaki,  
349 Pearl, 352 Silver Moon, 346 Lead Grey,  
301 Silver Sage, 299 Wilton Blue,  
310 Air Force Blue, 336 Dark Blue

This light coverlet is made with a very elegant 
herringbone quilting pattern and is well 
suited for contemporary environments.  
The smooth sateen border gives character  
and refinement to this creation. Made with 
long staple cotton sateen and 80 gr/sqm 
polyester fill.
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MONNA LISA
Sateen 300 TC
Filling in micro-polyester 120 gr/sqm

Available in 36 colors.

�is new luxury quilt in solid sateen provides 
warmth and comfort. Monna Lisa’s simple cross 
stitch design allows it to be the perfect quilt for 
any room décor.

SORRISO
Sateen 300 TC
Filling in micro-polyester 120 gr/sqm

Available in 36 colors.

�is unique quilted coverlet is characterized by 
a 10x10 cm quilted square design and by squared 
cut corners on the bo�om.

�e Filicudi Quilted Coverlet features a diamond 
pa�ern on a sateen 300 TC fabric. Synonymous 
with elegance, it is available in a variety of colors.

FILICUDI
Sateen 300 TC
Filling in Polyester 80 gr/sqm

020 White, 349 Pearl, 046 Flax
352 Silver Moon, 025 Ivory, 088 Espresso
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PRINTS
DOLOMITI
130x180, 80% wool 20% cashmere

001 Ivory/Flax
002 Ivory/Espresso
003 Ivory/Pearl
004 Pearl/Lead grey
006 Ivory/Camel
007 Pearl/Airforce Blue

Signoria’s throw is inspired by the trends of fashion 
and creates the ideal accessory. A smooth throw, 
Dolomiti is made with wool and cashmere. You can 
choose among four di�erent double-faced colors.

ALPI
130x180, 80% wool 20% cashmere

001 Flax
002 Pearl
003 Lead grey

�e herringbone pa�ern of the Alpi throw is 
extremely elegant and makes it suitable for every 
space of your house: on your bed or on your sofa 
to warm you up during the cold seasons, or just 
to decorate the room. Alpi is made of wool 
and cashmere: these precious �bers give the 
throw a so�ness and warmth making it a practical 
product to use.
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Euforia 002 Lead Grey

EUFORIA
Printed Sateen 300 TC 

001 Ivory 
002 Lead Grey

�e energy of these �owers in di�erent colors 
�oods your bedroom with strong vitality. �e 
traditional rotary screen print technique enhances 
the three-dimensionality of the �owers which have 
been designed to the smallest detail. Available in 
two color variants: with an Ivory background to 
furnish the room with more delicacy, and a lead gray 
background to further enhance the richness of these 
�owers. Made on a very so� 300 tc extra long �ber 
co�on sateen. Made in Italy.

Euforia 001 Ivory
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BRIO
Printed Sateen 300 TC 

001 Pearl/Blue 
002 Ivory/Brown (cover)

�is contemporary print recalls the spectacular 
nature of �reworks. �e design, created with 
many shades of blue and black-khaki, is an 
explosion of color that gives joy and harmony to 
the environment. Each item in this collection is 
�nished with a thin sateen stitch that enhances 
Tuscan cra�smanship and gives elegance to the 
environment. Printed on a beautiful 300 tc co�on 
sateen. Made in Italy.

Brio 001 Pearl/Blue

NATURA 
Printed Sateen 300 TC 

001 Beige 
002 �istle 
003 Blue

Bamboo is the evergreen backdrop of Asian tales 
and myths, ever elegant in its understated lines, ever 
natural in its simple yet unique colours, ever discreet 
as a silent witness of ancient secrets being handed 
down from generation to generation. Signoria 
captures this mystery with our Natura collection. 
Experience our printed watercolour coming to life 
on our �nest, 100% extra-long staple, co�on sateen.

Natura 001 Beige
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NATURA QUILT
COVERLET AND DECO PILLOWS

Printed Sateen 300 TC

Filling in Polyester 80 gr/sqm

001 Beige 
002 �istle 
003 Blue

NATURA BATH
020/001 White/Beige 
020/002 White/�istle 
020/003 White/Blue

Coverlet with our signature rounded 
corners. Decorative Pillows with 2,5 cm 
�anges and embroidered line around the 
�anges; zipper closure.

�e stunning printed sateen border is sewn on 
a 600 gr/sqm terry woven with 100% long staple 
co�on and cra�ed with a low-twist construction 
using a low terry loop.
�e embroidered line in matching color frames 
the elegant border and the thin handmade border 
makes this collection a masterpiece of Italian 
cra�smanship.
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RIGATO
Printed Sateen 300 TC 

001 Beige 
002 �istle 
003 Blue

A timeless saying passed on from our ancestors says, 
“the apple does not fall far from the tree.” 
�e Natura bamboo leaf never grows far from 
its Rigato stem making our Natura and Rigato 
collections a match made in heaven! But do not 
let yourself  be bamboozled, Rigato has more than 
enough character to stand proudly by itself. Printed 
on 100% extra-long staple, co�on sateen, this classic 
design with a twist, is the design of a thousand 
and one nights luring any wild spirit into a soothing 
and inspiring sleep.

48

Natura and Rigato 003 Blue| Pegaso 020/336 White/Dark Blue | Letizia 336 Dark Blue
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UTOPIA
Printed Sateen 300 TC 

001 Ivory 
002 Mauve

�e magnolia �ower is the star of the show in our 
Utopia design. Printed on extra-long staple co�on 
sateen, the fullness of each petal is brought to life 
thanks to our traditional rotary screen-printing 
technique. O�ered in Ivory and Mauve, Utopia is 
sure to bring a sense of re�nement to any bedroom.

REGALE
Printed Sateen 300 TC 

001 Khaki
002 Wilton Blue

�e peony is a showy, but elegant �ower that has 
adorned the gardens of the most villas in Italy for 
centuries. Known for it’s “thousand shades” of color 
within each bloom, Signoria captures it’s beauty 
with our Regale collection. �is elegant print, 
when combined with the exquisite so�ness of our 
extra-long staple co�on sateen, delivers the feeling of 
serenity to any bedroom.
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FIOR DI LOTO
Printed Sateen 300 TC 

001 Ivory
002 Silver Sage

Legend tells of a beautiful nymph who lived near 
a lake. Her life changed when the sun fell in love 
with her and came down from the sky to meet her. 
�e nymph was transformed into an aquatic �ower 
that opens at sunrise and closes as soon as he leaves. 
�e �ower with its beautiful shades seems to �oat 
elegantly on �ne 300 TC co�on sateen. Made in Italy.

MALVA
Printed Sateen 300 TC 

001 Ivory/Blue
002 �istle/Pink

�e Mallow �ower has been renowned since the 
Middle Ages for its medicinal properties and today 
it has a symbolic meaning linked to maternal 
love, calmness and purity. �e traditional printing 
method used by Signoria makes this �ower appear 
alive, with many colour shades. �e so�ness of the 
300 tc co�on sateen fabric makes the re�ned design 
even more precious. Made in Italy.
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LEVANTO
Printed Sateen 300 TC 

001 Camelia
002 Silver Moon 

White roses are undoubtedly one of the most 
delicate and ethereal type of roses. Signoria 
enhances the beauty and brightness of its petals with 
the use of the darker background colors of Camelia 
and Silver Moon. �e roses are arranged randomly 
on the �ne co�on sateen fabric that results in a print 
of great elegance.

VOLTERRA
Printed Sateen 300 TC 

001 Ivory
002 Khaki

�e orchid is one of the most loved �owers for its 
delicacy and re�nement. In nature there are many 
species, and Signoria proposes one of the most 
widespread in Italy, the Phalaenopsis Aphrodite. 
�is �ower resembles a bu�er�y, harmoniously 
and sinuously dancing on the precious and so� 
300 TC co�on sateen fabric.

GERBERA
Printed Sateen 300 TC 

001 Pearl/Pink
002 Khaki/Blue

�e Gerbera is an immensely popular �ower thanks 
to the bright colors of its petals that convey joy to the 
surrounding environment. �e shape is the delicate 
one of the daisy but the larger size allows you to 
greatly appreciate the magni�cent shades. Signoria 
prints on an exceptionally so� long staple co�on 
sateen, and thanks to the use of traditional rotary 
screen printing it is possible to capture the amazing 
three-dimensionality of the �ower.
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CLEMATIS
Printed Sateen 300 TC 

001 Ivory/Pink
002 Pearl/Blue

Clematis is a beautiful climbing �ower that 
decorates the balconies and facades of the most 
elegant houses. In Italy, due to the fact that Clematis 
is a climbing plant that is closely associated with 
its indissoluble grip, it is known as the “love tie”.
Signoria enhances the lightness of this �ower by 
placing it on a beautiful long staple co�on sateen.

MONTALCINO
Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 Ivory
002 Silver Moon

In nature the Peony is present in a great variety 
of colors and its petals exhibit wonderful shades. 
�anks to the printing done in the traditional 
method, Signoria is able to capture all of these 
nuances that are additionally highlighted by the 
silky co�on sateen upon which they are printed.

FRANGIPANI
Printed Sateen 300 TC 

001 White
002 Air Force Blue

�e Frangipani �ower is native to South America 
but then spread all over the world in the tropical belt. 
Its sweet and intense perfume has inspired many 
perfumers in history, among them the noble Muzio 
Frangipani from which the name of the �ower 
originates. It is considered the tree of immortality 
and rebirth. Signoria interprets it in a gentle way, 
le�ing these wonderful �owers with �eshy petals 
�u�er on a so� co�on sateen.
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KIMONO
�e magni�cent designs of the Signoria collections 
are transformed into garments to wear.
�e Signoria Kimono can be made with 
your favorite design.

It is said that the �rst Tea Roses arrived on ships 
of the East India Company, mainly dedicated 
to the transport of tea. Since a small part of their load 
was made up of this new breed of roses, it is possible 
that the smell of tea, combined with their unusual 
scent, suggested the expression “Rose Scented Tea”, 
the roses with the scent of tea. �is �ower of 
extremely re�ned elegance is printed on a so� 
long-staple co�on sateen.

TEA
Printed Sateen 300 TC 

001 Pearl/Red
002 Flax/Ivory

TULIPANO
Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 Ivory/Red
002 Pearl/Lilac

�e Tulip has always been one of the most loved 
�owers in the world for the simplicity of its shapes 
and for the innumerable and colorful blooms. 
�e print is made on a very so� co�on sateen of the 
highest quality.

BACCARAT
Printed Sateen 300 TC

002 Ivory/Red

�is Baccarat collection represents the theme of a 
�ne rose, where every chromatic nuance is exalted 
up to its velvet petals. �e print is made on sublime 
Signoria extra long-staple co�on sateen 300 t.c and 
is made with traditional printing that guarantees an 
outstanding durability of the colors.
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SANREMO
Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 White
002 Ivory
003 Khaki
004 Wilton Blue

Re�nement and elegance are the de�ning 
elements of this design: the sinuous movement 
of the Magnolia’s branches and its marvelous 
�owers embellish the fabric, much in the same way 
Magnolias embellish the most beautiful Italian 
gardens. Once again, respect for nature’s beauty is 
a winner. �e design was realized with four colors 
ranging from more subtle tones to starker contrasts. 
�e 300 TC sateen fabric with its brightness 
and so�ness further enhances the uniqueness 
of this collection. 

RUGIADA
Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 Ivory
002 Lead Grey

Rugiada is a collection inspired by the beautiful 
English wallpapers of the early 1900s. �ese motifs 
were also used in the furnishing fabrics used for 
upholstery and curtains during the same period. 
�e drawing reminds us of a spring walk in the 
countryside surrounded by beautifully colored and 
fragrant �owers. Where the beauty of nature a�racts 
us, and every detail of a �ower becomes a surprising 
a�raction.
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LILIUM
Printed Sateen 300 TC 

001 Ivory
002 Wilton Blue

�e white lily is a symbol of purity and candor. 
Many legends related to mythology are told about 
this �ower, such as the one in which Juno while 
nursing Hercules lost two drops of milk, and from 
these the lily plant was born. Printed on a �ne 
co�onsateen it gives the room brightness and 
re�nement..

PESCO
Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 White
002 Pearl

Is it possible to �nd something more beautiful
than the awakening of nature? �is line replicates 
the freshness and the energy of the wonderful Spring 
season. �e peach �ower means joy and it is linked 
to the concept of rebirth and prosperity. �e co�on 
sateen on which is printed completes the beauty
of this line.

ZAGARA
Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 White
002 Pearl

�e blossom is the �ower of citrus fruits, whose 
etymology goes back to the word glory. Besides the 
beauty of its shape, this �ower has a fragrance that 
envelops you. In the line Zagara we �nd all these 
wonderful feelings.

CICLAMINO
Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 White
002 Flax

�e Cyclamen blooms in the coldest period 
of the year and with its beautiful and fragrant 
�owersit gives color to houses and gardens even 
on gray winter days. �ese resistant but at the same 
time delicate and elegant �owers are designed by 
Signoria with a graceful movement on a beautiful 
co�on sateen.

GIORGINA
Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 Natural
002 Red

�e Dahlia �ower is enchanting for its colorful
and nuanced petals. In the language of �owers
it expresses gratitude as well as admiration and 
femininity. �e Giorgina collection is made of so� 
and shiny long staple co�on sateen to exalt all the 
elegance of its �owers.

CAPRI
Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 Flax
003 Khaki

�e pink Magnolia branch stands out against the 
colored background rendering a most elegant and 
unique design. �e nuances of the pink on these 
�owers make them seem so real you want to touch 
their so� and elegant petals.
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VERONA
Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 Pink
002 Blue

�e cherry blossom in Japanese culture is a symbol 
of prosperity (Sakura), and a symbol of rebirth 
as it happens in spring when nature awakens. 
Signoria interprets this design with a graceful and 
delicate movement that when placed on the bed 
gives the room freshness and a sense of lightness.

GIULIETTA
Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 Natural

�e “Sweet Juliet” rose was born in England and 
owes its name to the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet, 
the most famous love story in the world. 
�e Giulie�a collection draws inspiration from 
this rose which releases energy and positivity 
thanks to the warm tones of its colors. �anks 
to traditional printing techniques, the �owers are 
very realistic and seem to spread their famous 
freshand intense fragrance.

LIPARI
Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 White
002 Pearl

�ese �owers of “wild garlic” give the sensation 
of living in a corner of real nature. �e small 
�owers makes this collection very delicate 
and sophisticated.

PANTELLERIA
Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 White/Fuchsia
002 White/Lilac

�e Pantelleria collection is an homage to the iris 
�ower, icon of our wonderful land of Chianti. 
�e elegant print gives freshness and a unique style 
to the surrounding environment. �e print is carried 
out on a bright co�on sateen 300 t.c

CAMELIA
Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 Ivory
002 Khaki

�e beauty and explosiveness of the camelia’s 
�owers are represented with mastery in this co�on 
sateen collection cra�ed with traditional printing 
to exalt the brightness and the three-dimensional 
aspect of the design. �e �owers seem real and 
the petals’ plumpness contrast with the graceful 
branches’ movements.
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GRAFFITI
Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 Blue
002 Grey
003 Beige

�is simple and contemporary design is enhanced 
by the beautiful sateen background. �e inspiration 
for this drawing comes from the Spatialist 
movement led by Lucio Fontana who gave spatial 
dimensions to his famous canvases, by breaking, 
piercing, or cu�ing them. Signoria proposes this 
collection for those who like to dress the bed in an 
informal and casual way, looking for a particular 
feeling with the objects that surround them.

GOUACHE
Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 Taupe
002 Blue

�e paintings of Mark Rothko are the inspiration 
for this collection: the painter is known for his brush 
strokes which �ll up rectangles raising them to 
a metaphysical dimension.

JACQUARDS
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�is beautiful design, created on a yarn-dyed 
Jacquard fabric, evokes the beauty of Baroque art 
that emphasizes opulence and luxury. �e many 
shades of color in the design are skillfully engineered 
to remind one of the fabrics that adorn historic 
Italian villas and palaces. �eir so� colors provide a 
re�ned elegance. Made in Italy.

CANAZEI
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Beige 
002 Grey

Canazei 002 Grey

Canazei  001 Beige
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Flowers, which have always been protagonists in 
Signoria designs, are presented in a contemporary 
style where the rose is drawn with delicate, almost, 
vanishing strokes. �e lightness of this design with 
a simple texture adds richness to any environment 
in a sophisticated way. Transform your space into 
a sanctuary of re�ned elegance and visual appeal. 
100% co�on yarn-dyed Jacquard. Made in Italy.

OSTUNI
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Beige 
002 Grey

Ostuni 002 Grey

Ostuni 002 Grey

Ostuni 001 Beige
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Pavia is quite simply characterized as “quiet 
elegance”. �e re�ned lines and so� colors of this 
yarn-dyed jacquard are reminiscent of the fabrics 
which have dressed elegant palaces and villas 
throughout Italy for ages. Available in three colors, 
and considered both classic and contemporary, it 
easily coordinates with countless other collections. 
Pavia embodies the true essence of our Made in Italy 
Signoria brand.

PAVIA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Ivory
002 Beige
003 Light Blue

Barolo is the epitome of luxurious, minimal design 
for those who love the elegance of a yarn-dyed 
jacquard fabric. We have used a unique weaving 
method to create the e�ect of “texture and 
dimension” where the threads intersect. Available in 
three color options, Barolo coordinates beautifully 
with several existing Signoria collections.

BAROLO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Beige/Wilton Blue
002 Grey
003 Pink/Khaki
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Painting with water-color was the inspiration behind 
our Noto collection. �e sophisticated �ower in this 
yarn-dyed jacquard is brought to life by intricate 
interweaving, shaded colors and the combination of 
threads with a subtle sheen alongside others with a 
ma�e �nish. Available in two colors Beige/Wilton 
Blue and Grey.

NOTO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Beige/Wilton Blue 
002 Grey

PROCIDA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Grey 
002 Green

�e Procida collection is made with yarn-dyed 
jacquard fabric: the interweaving of coloured 
threads gives life to a design which is extremely 
elegant but simple in its beauty. �e Bamboo plant 
is represented with a light stroke that expresses calm 
and serenity. Made in Italy.

LECCE
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Beige/Blue 
002 Grey/Beige

�is beautiful design is inspired by the Japanese 
tradition of Ukiyo-e style woodcut or block printing 
(literally “�oating world”). Ukiyo-e is a genre of 
artistic printing born in the 17th century, a period 
in which a new bourgeois social class was born in the 
main cities of  Japan. Signoria enriches this design 
by making it on a 500 TC Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 
fabric in two color variants in so� but decisive tones.
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�e Sardegna collection, impeccably woven with 
�ne yarn-dyed threads, takes inspiration from 
elegant wallpapers of Italian ancient villas.

It dresses the bed with grace and re�nement and 
provides a pleasant and comfortable rest. �is line 
is well suited to classic environments and in rooms 
furnished in a contemporary style. Made in Italy.

SARDEGNA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Brown/Grey
002 Silver Sage/Beige

�e design of the Manarola collection reminds one 
of a palm which evokes beauty and harmony. Even 
more so in this stylized design, the leaves of the palm 
are similar to many solar rays that inspire the themes 
of victory and glory. Signoria o�ers this beautiful 
design on a fabric made on yarn-dyed Jacquard 
looms in the most ancient Italian tradition.

MANAROLA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Silver Sage
002 Blue
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Signoria wants to also o�er its renowned �oral 
motifs in a very precious yarn-dyed Jacquard 
fabric. �anks to the skilful combination of yarns 
of di�erent colors in the warp and we�, the Dahlia 
�ower acquires a three-dimensionality, which has 
a beautiful e�ect on the color shades. �e stylized 
design of the �ower makes this fabric suitable for 
decorating both classic and contemporary se�ings.

VERNAZZA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Grey
002 Brown

�e Bolgheri collection is an expression of the 
excellent cra�manship that “Made in Italy” conveys 
to the world. �e yarns of this yarn-dyed jacquard 
fabric intertwine perfectly, forming designs 
with very delicate tones that adapt to any type 
of furniture and give the environment a touch of 
timeless elegance.

BOLGHERI
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Grey
 002 Natural
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�e magni�cent designs of the Signoria 
Jacquard collections meet extra long 
staple co�on terry.

ARGENTARIO BATH

Nature is the protagonist for the Argentario 
collection. �e movement of the delicately 
intertwining leaves forms a very relaxing design.
�e subtle colors and the play between ma�e 
and glossy, typical of the �ne jacquard fabrics by 
Signoria, make the Argentario line suitable for any 
bedroom furniture. Made in Italy.

ARGENTARIO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Beige/Wilton Blue
002 Grey
003 Pink/Khaki
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�e geometric motif of this yarn-dyed jacquard is 
a beautiful motif reminiscent of gentle waves that 
rest on the bed in a so� and elegant way. �e sinuous 
design is the result of the play among yarns of 
di�erent colors that is characteristic of our precious 
jacquard fabrics.

PONZA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Grey 
002 Co�ee 

TAORMINA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Grey 
002 Blue

�is Middle Eastern inspired design recalls the 
motifs of the beautiful Moroccan ceramics. 
�e re�nement of these decorations, enhanced 
by the Jacquard weave, honors the artisan history 
of these masterpieces that have remained 
unchanged over the years.

TORCELLO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Beige
002 Pale Blue
003 Gold

�e Torcello collection comes from the research 
for timeless aesthetics: the design seems to dissolve 
into the background, and the intersection of the 
colored we� with the warp makes the collection a 
masterpiece. �e result is a luxurious silky fabric that 
decorates the environment with re�ned elegance.
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MAGIA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Caramel
002 Paci�c

�e inspiration of the Magia collection is the magic 
of fairy tales set in beautiful castles.

RIVIERA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Flax

�e Calla �ower, which means “purity”, is very 
elegant and its sinuous movement makes this 
pa�ern suitable for sophisticated environments.

ERICE
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Beige
002 Grey

�e sinuous and so� lines of the Erice collection 
form an extremely elegant and luxurious diamond 
pa�ern that furnishes the bedroom with a very 
re�ned taste. �e di�erent shades of color of this 
yarn dyed jacquard line add further richness to 
the design.

SIRMIONE
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Co�ee
002 Wilton Blue

�e movement of Sirmione’s design is inspired by 
elements of the Baroque style that decorated the rich 
residences of the noble families of the past. �e motif 
is a great classic but lightened in a modern style to 
make it elegant for any environment. �is fabric is 
made with high quality long staple co�on yarns.

APOLLO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Grey

�e masterful spirals of this design, lend elegance 
and sophistication to the fabric. �anks to the play 
of the yarns’ colors with the bright opaqueness 
typical of yarn-dyed jacquards, the spirals appear 
to dance on the silky fabric. 

ORIENTE
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Wilton Blue
002 Grey

�e design of this Jacquard reminds one of 
an ancient fabric that has adorned a luxurious 
environment and still maintains all its charm 
with a shabby chic look.
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TORINO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Flax
002 Wilton Blue
003 Red

Turin, an elegant and re�ned city, the �rst capital of 
Italy with its neo-classical and baroque buildings, is 
the theme behind this extremely elaborate design. 
�e re�nement of the pa�ern and the nuances of the 
colored textures contribute to create a décor that 
ennobles the whole room adding style, luxury and 
re�nement.

BELVEDERE
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Beige

�e Belvedere collection is inspired by the 
San Leucio silk-making tradition in Caserta 
where the Belvedere Palazzo was located, near 
the renowned Reggia di Caserta. �is is where 
the ancient mills were born and where artifacts 
in jacquard silk were created. �ese precious 
masterpieces are today safeguarded in the most 
prestigious places in the world.

VENEZIA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Beige
002 Grey

�e Venezia collection is inspired by the decorative 
elements of the classical world mixed with more 
contemporary motifs. �e design is delicate and 
sinuous: the friezes placed in the circular elements 
acquire character and the movement of the necklace 
gently unites all the elements of the design. 
�e weave of di�erent colors makes the motif even 
richer giving a three-dimensional e�ect to the fabric.

ARONA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Beige
002 Wilton Blue

Victory is the meaning of the Palm tree. Its hard 
yet delicate shape evokes ancient worlds but at the 
same time it is becoming a re�ned piece of furniture 
of modern days. �e weaving of the branches on 
this yarn-dyed jacquard fabric is very precise and 
the interplay of the threads in the warp elegantly 
highlight the veins of the leaves. 
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FERRARA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Beige
002 Grey

�e Ferrara collection is inspired by the frescoes 
that decorate the walls of the wonderful Italian 
Renaissance palaces. �e timeless beauty of these 
works of art are revisited by Signoria to create a 
beautiful jacquard fabric. �e �oral motif of this 
design blends well with luxurious and classic 
se�ings. Yarn-dyed jacquard made in Italy.

ANSEDONIA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Beige
 002 Grey

�e contemporary design of the Ansedonia 
collection evokes the majestic dance of the sea waves 
and furnishes the room with its pa�ern reminiscent 
of a modern art painting.
�e Jacquard fabric is designed in two subtle 
variations on the colors of the earth that allow this 
collection to adapt to both classic and contemporary 
environments.

RAVELLO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Ivory
002 Grey

�is yarn-dyed jacquard 500 TC collection is 
inspired by the beautiful illustrations found on 
Amal� Coast tiles. �e so�ness of the movement 
and the detailed shades adorning this fabric create 
an elegance masterpiece.

MATERA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Gold 
002 Grey

�is rich design brings our imagination to the 
celestial bodies- the sun and the stars that have 
always inspired poets and aartists. It’s as if you are 
viewing the starry mantle through the crown 
of a tree.
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ROSETO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Ivory
002 Flax

�e Roseto collection reinterprets the classic rose 
motif with a contemporary style. �e brightness and 
preciousness of the yarn-dyed jacquard 
500 TC, entirely woven in Italy, embellish the 
product allowing this line to be a very elegant 
element of the décor.

BELLAGIO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Grey
002 Co�ee

�is classic ornamental motif brings us back to the 
glories of Middle Eastern architecture, to the times 
when the Middle East in�uenced European culture 
and subsequently the whole world. Signoria presents 
this motif in a modern interpretation and the result 
is a beautiful fabric where the sateen gloss frames
a mélange e�ect of the textures.

�e Renaissance villas and their frescoes inspired 
the design of this very precious yarn-dyed Jacquard 
fabric. �e ma�e/glossy play of the fabric and the 
multiple color tones of the yarns make this design 
particularly elegant, giving a touch of re�nement to 
the bedrooms.

ASTI
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Beige
002 Grey
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CAPRERA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 White/Flax
003 Co�ee/Lead Grey

�ree-dimensional design inspired by quintessential 
Italian wallpaper. �e two di�erent colors in the we� 
give a three-dimensional e�ect to the fabric.

ACANTO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Grey

In the Acanto collection, the plant’s leaves are woven 
with mastery together with �owers that so�en its 
appearance.

MIKADO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 600 TC

001 Espresso/Midnight Blue (small stripes)
002 Black/Bu�er (big and small stripes)
003 Caramel/Plum (small stripes)

�e geometry of  Zen gardens is the inspiration for 
the Mikado collection by Signoria, characterized by 
the balance of the timeless elegance of a stripe and 
the sophistication of the high thread count sateen.

PIECE-DYED JACQUARD
Our piece-dyed jacquards are renowned for the way they bring life to the graceful motifs designed 
by our artisans. In each of the collections, our unique technique of interweaving yarns to create the 
elegant, yet subtle lustre-ma�e e�ect is why our sophisticated jacquards are sought the world over.

Additional jacquard collections at www.signoria.com

 Argentario Piece-Dyed Jacquard
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�e Casual collection continues the Signoria desire
to o�er customers a taste of Italian living albeit with
a worn, vintage look reminiscent of �ne old world linens 
handed down �om a bygone era. Designed and hand produced 
in Tuscany, Italy, employing modern dyeing and renown
Italian �nishing techniques to obtain a casual textured look 
and a very so� feel.

Picture: Viola Lace | Sateen 300 TC Garment-Dyed
Available in White, Ivory, Amethyst, Silver Moon, Charcoal, Beige, Antique Blue

CASUAL

OLIVIA
COVERLET AND DECO PILLOWS

Special textured fabric 100% co�on Garment-Dyed

Olivia is a timeless coverlet. �e items are garment 
dyed and this special process results in a casual look 
with an extremely so� touch.

VIOLA
Sateen 300 TC Garment-Dyed 

�e Viola collection has been created with casual 
living in mind. �e special garment dyeing process 
gives uniqueness to every single piece, and, 
combined with unique Italian �nishing techniques, 
results in a vintage look with an extremely so� touch.

Olivia and Viola are available in: White, Ivory, 
Amethyst, Silver Moon,  Charcoal, Beige, Antique Blue.
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Camilla collection rediscovers the ancient tradition 
of Italian cra�smanship with an elegant lace 
edge. �e ancient bed linens are created with a 
contemporary touch. �e lace on the duvet cover is 
applied all around the three borders creating three 
�anges.

EMMA
Sateen 300 TC Garment-Dyed

001/352 White with Silver Moon piping 
008/346 Silver Moon with Lead Grey piping 
007/048 Ivory with Khaki piping
011/335 Antique Blue with Midnight Blue piping 
012/299 Beige with Wilton Blue piping

Emma is part of the Signoria Vintage collection, 
which aims to o�er its enthusiasts a touch of Italian 
taste with a reference to the past. �e line, in the 
�nest sateen quality, is garment-dyed and �nished 
with advanced techniques resulting in a particular 
so�ness to the fabric. �e matching color piping 
further re�nes the collection.

DONATELLA
100% linen

Available in White, Ivory, Natural, Dark Beige, 
Grey, Dark Grey

Donatella is a 100% linen fabric �nished in a 
timeless vintage look that will provide years of 
sleeping comfort. �e use of special Italian �nishing 
techniques results in the product’s vintage look and 
so� touch giving to this traditional fabric 
a new young a�itude.

CAMILLA
Sateen 300 TC Garment-Dyed

Available in White, Charcoal, Amethyst, Ivory, 
Silver Moon, Beige, Antique Blue
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BATH
COLLECTION

Signoria Firenze, a�er more than 70 years of history,
is proud to o�er an exclusive collection, custom made
to �t almost every desire with only the thought of treasuring
our Italian traditions in creating and manufacturing
top quality fabrics

So�o Corso

Tivoli

Our terry towels are the true symbol of Italian cra�manship.
Each towel is hand cut, and each border is hand sewn in Italy.
Our 600 gr/sqm terry is woven with 100% long staple co�on and cra�ed with 
a low-twist construction using a low terry loop. �e low loop allows for supreme 
absorbency and a plush hand that will continue to so�en over time. 
�e low loop is also excellent for embroidery designs, logos and monogramming.
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BESPOKE BED & BATH LINENS
Signoria is delighted to o�er the �nest in Italian-cra�ed bed and bath linens 
with the luxury of made-to-order personalization.
Mix and match styles and colors and create unique pieces that re�ect your style.

SIRIO
100% Linen

TABLECLOTH COLLECTION
Signoria’s tablecloth collection presents many styles, fabrics, 
colors and pa�erns: luxurious jacquards for the important occasions, 
simple co�on for every day use, placemats with simple hemstitch or with 
more elegant embroideries. Napkins and runners complete the collection. 
�anks to Signoria’s extensive expertise in customization each piece 
can be personalized in terms of embroidery colors, sizes or monograms 
and logos.
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Signoria’s duvets and pillows are born �om the highest 
quality raw materials. �e best natural down and feathers 
are carefully selected together with the best fabrics. 
Signoria o�ers di�erent models in terms of weight, 
composition and style with the aim of �nding the ideal 
product to guarantee the best sleep experience.

DUVETS 
& PILLOWS

Contacts 

Signoria Firenze 
Wonder srl
Via di Lucciano – Area Pontero�o
50026 San Casciano Val di Pesa 
(Firenze) Italy 
Tel. +39 055 8294690
Fax. +39 055 8294714
Email: signoria@signoria.com
Website: www.signoria.com

US Contacts
Tel: (800) 611-0135
Email: info@signoriausa.com
Website: www.signoria.com
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